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Technical Session ideas for COSMOS
activities in support of our stakeholders

COSMOS

u

Organize a project to develop minimum standards or guidelines for
processing and modifications of records for use by practicing
engineers

u

Workshop (and organize a working group?) to support the broader use
of synthetic (and recorded) motions among both researchers and
practicing engineers (recognizing they have different needs). Making
synthetic records more available.

u

Integration of synthetic motions and site response

u

Enabling research projects to gather data and experience from
practicing engineers related to basin effects, site effects, and
ground-motion variability

Ideas for a new COSMOS Early Career
Program/group
u

Targeting young people in school or early in their careers that could benefit from
COSMOS
networking, career guidance, and technical presentations targeted at people new to the
field.

u

Some activities that came up were
u

Monthly or bi-monthly virtual meetings with speakers focused on strong motion
records and use (and other topics) and time to network

u

Opportunities for participants to meet with more senior member of the community
either with one expert and a small group or a rotating round table type of setup

u

Participants in the TS session would like to see an “opportunities” posting site on our
website (jobs, internships, scholarships, fellowships, travel grants, etc.) targeted at
people with COMOS-related expertise and currently in school or early in their careers

u

The idea of student chapters came up. Buka Nweke, who just accepted a position at
USC, though about setting up a chapter if COSMOS goes that way.
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